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 Vehicle routing problem exists widely in industry areas, and it has important 
application value in logistic and transportation business. With the rapid development 
of our country’s market economy, the scale of industry is becoming larger, and the 
transportation industry is also rapidly developing. Therefore vehicle routing problem 
has attracted more and more attention. As a key technology to improve resource 
utilization, algorithms to solve vehicle routing problem have very important 
significance in saving resource and promoting low-carbon economy.  
 Time windows constraint and two dimensional loading constraint are two 
common constraints which are often encountered in practical applications of vehicle 
routing problem. So far there have been many scholars doing extensive research on 
these two constraints. However, these two constraints are considered individually by 
all the past research. Considering both constraints together, this research proposes a 
multiobjective vehicle routing problem with time windows and two dimensioal 
loading constraint, and then presents a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm to solve 
this problem, expecting to solve this new problem with new method. 
 The proposed multiobjective evolutionary algorithm employs the framework of 
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition. To prevent this 
algorithm being trapped in local optimum, a split and reconnect operator based on the 
optimal matching of bipartite graph is proposed; To reduce the number of used 
vehicles, a worst route elimination operator is proposed; To enhance the ability of 
finding optimal solution, simulated annealing algorithm is used to search for 
improvement of single objective optimization subproblem. For the framework of 
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on decomposition, an improved selection 
strategy is proposed to employ larger diversity in crossover stage. The proposed 
algorithm outperforms other existing algorithms on Solomon’s vehicle routing 
problem benchmark and also updates some best-known non-dominated solutions. 
Finally, some test cases of vehicle routing problem with time windows and two 
dimensional loading constraint are constructed, then solved and analyzed by the 
proposed algorithm. 
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二维装载约束的车辆路由问题（Multiobjective Vehicle Routing Problem with 
Time Windows and Two Dimensional Loading Constraint，MO-2LVRPTW）。
MO-2LVRPTW 是两个经典的车辆路由问题的更一般情况，即带时间窗的车辆路由
问题（Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows，VRPTW）和带二维装载约





































外，在实际的 VRP问题中，每个客户 都有一个允许被服务的时间段       和服务
的持续时间  。车辆如果没在       这个时间窗口内到达，服务没法开始进行。
当车辆在  时间之前到达客户 ，则车辆必须等待，直到时刻  才能开始服务客户















































































Homberger[2]，Bräysy[3]，Bent和 Hentenryck[4]，Bräysy[5]， Homberger和 Gehring[6]，
以及 Lim和 Zhang[7]。Gehring和 Homberger[2]在第一阶段优化过程中使用进化策
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